BrightRED Study Guide
CfE

HIGHER

SPANISH
ANSWERS
THINGS TO REMEMBER
1 Pay attention when marking listening activities, as you also need the words in bold to get the mark. Sometimes
students get the wrong marks if they have corrected their own or their fellow students’ work, as they award marks
which would not have been awarded under exam conditions. This is often because the answer did not provide
enough detail for one mark at Higher level, even though the information given might have been correct.
2 Answers separated by a slash (/) mean you need either one or the other for the mark.
3 Sometimes the question will say ‘give any two answers’; in these cases there may be three or four but you need only
give two to get two marks.
4 Possible answers within the same question are separated by semi-colons (;).
5 Some parts of the answers are in brackets, which means you don’t need to give that information to get the mark.

SOCIETY
Vamos a presentarnos (pp. 6–7)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE, ESCUCHA, HABLA: GRUPO 1
Pedro

Isabel

María

Rodrigo

María Gil Andrade

Rodrigo Bouba Diop

Nombre y apellidos

Pedro García Serrano Isabel Zubizarreta Erentxun

Nacionalidad

Bolivian

Spanish (from the Basque region) Spanish (from the Galician region) Spanish (from Cádiz)

Profesión

teacher

secondary school student

nurse (works with old people)

university student of
marine biology

Pasatiempos

football, cycling,
walking

hasn’t got time

going to the beach, the
swimming pool or the park with
her daughters; singing

surfing, good
swimmer.

walking, shopping, cinema with
friendship group
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ANSWERS

La familia y los amigos: el acoso (pp. 10–11)

ACTIVIDAD 1: ESCUCHA, LEE: VIOLENCIA EN LA ESCUELA O EN EL
INSTITUTO

La familia: padres y hermanos (pp. 8–9)

ACTIVIDAD 1: SIBLING RELATIONSHIPS
1m; 2f; 3k; 4h; 5a; 6c; 7b; 8e; 9d; 10l; 11i; 12j; 13g

ACTIVIDAD 2: ESCUCHA: JAIME Y RAQUEL
Jaime
1 Jaime was two, and Raquel was only one.
2 They lived in a big attic/flat in the centre of Madrid;
they had a big terrace; they had a lot of plants and
flowers; they used to spend/spent many hours on the
terrace; they played/used to play hide and seek; they
had/used to have bikes.
3 They lived/used to live in Murcia, next to the beach
(you need both parts of the answer at Higher for one
mark); they visited/used to visit them every holiday;
in the summer they used to spend/spent one month
there; Jaime and Raquel (they) used to swim/swam
there each summer.
4 Victoria liked to cook; Ana used to read them stories;
taught them to read in the kitchen; (whilst) Victoria
used to prepare/prepared the food.
5 Ana used to play/played the guitar; Ana used to sing
to them; before going to sleep/bed.

6 On a Friday night he used to dance flamenco; on a
Saturday he used to swim/swam with his whole family.
Raquel
7 They could not understand that Raquel had two
mothers; they soon got used to it; later on they saw it
as normal.
8 Long walks in the countryside in the outskirts of
Madrid; they loved/used to like/liked to go for a ride
(on their bikes); on a Saturday they used to go/went
to the cinema (and/or) the theatre; in the afternoons
they used to have a snack/food with their cousins.
9 She goes shopping at the weekend; goes to the
cinema on a Saturday night/evening.
10 (They say) she’s a swot/geek; she always does her
homework; she doesn’t wear make-up; they do not like
her clothes; she doesn’t have a boyfriend.

ACTIVIDAD 3: LEE: LA LEY DEL MATRIMONIO HOMOSEXUAL

1. They are a source of emotional support essential to
face the difficulties of this stage.
2. Bully abuses power over the bullied/victim, and for the
continuity. That means it is not a one off, such as fight
or a game. Bullying can take different forms, and it is
intended to cause the victim harm.
3. Saying unpleasant things about the victim, to laugh at
them, calling them names, ignore the victim, exclude
the victim, tell lies about the victim, threaten the
victim or hit him/her.
4. Victim: stress, anxiety, fear, sadness, depression, low
self-esteem, rejection and fear of going to school,
different sorts of pain (stomach, head).
Bully: This person is feared by others, and can be
rejected by the rest of her/his peers, she/he learns to
engage with others in a violent manner, he/she thinks
that by being violent he/she will achieve to be popular,
and therefore, she/he tends to repeat the bullying
towards the victim.

She/he is sad, has nightmares, doesn’t sleep nor eats well.
Has a headache or stomached, vomits, not feeling well
although has not got any illness.
Arrives home saying she/he has lost their things
(school bag, glasses), with broken clothes frequently.
Has scratches, hematomas, punches, and frequently
says she/he has fallen or had an accident.
Does not want to interact with peers, does not want
to go out, or to school, not even to field trips or visits
organised by the school.
Wants to be accompanied at the beginning and the
end of the school day (entry/leaving school).

1 (The movie exposes the fears of) adolescents/
teenagers who suffer bullying at school; (and) (the
fears) of their parents at work and in general.

6 Merche can’t say on television; all the truth about
political issues; Joaquin’s boss treats him badly;
Joaquin’s boss tells him he is going to fire him.

2 How difficult (social relationships) can be within the
family; they can cause conflict for/within friendship
groups; for young and old people.

7 Joaquin and Merche get on well with Gabi, they are
very friendly and they are not strict at all (2 marks).
However, as they are so busy, Gabi has not got anyone
to talk about his problems (2 marks), and his parents
do not realise that Gabi is being bullied at school (2
marks). What is worse, Gabi can’t stand the situation
any longer (2 marks) and decides to bully his younger
sister (2 marks).

3 Mum is a television newsreader; dad is an alarm/
security systems fitter.
4 Zanahoria, which means carrot.

2 (The law) helps to build a more decent country; (as) a decent society does not humiliate its members; this reform
makes us all better; (and) it saves human beings useless suffering.

5 Guille steals Gabi’s phone; Guille chases Gabi in the
streets; films him on his phone; hits him brutally.
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5. Behaviour has changed, without an obvious reason,
has mood changes.

ACTIVIDAD 2: LEE: COBARDES

1 Centre and left parties voted yes; right-wing party voted no.

2

Witnesses: they are fearful of becoming involved,
become victims, they learn to be quiet, and not to
engage with others, they can feel guilty because they
don’t give help to those needing it (bullied), they
observe violent behaviours.
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ACTIVIDAD 3: HABLA: TALKING ABOUT BULLYING
1c; 2d; 3a; 4b

Los noviazgos y los amigos (pp. 12–13)

ACTIVIDAD 1: ESCUCHA, LEE: RELACIONES SANAS
1 Romantic; exciting; fun; can provoke very intense
positive feelings; on occasion they can also be
complicated and provoke negative feelings, even pain.

When they start a relationship, if they are not 100%
sure, or they do not feel good about it, they should be
able to feel free to end it.

2 Although it is normal that relationships might go
through periods where there is a mix of positive and
negative feelings, it is important that both girls and
boys learn that having a loving relationship is only
worth it when it has positive aspects most of the time.
When both people in a relationship are at ease/feel
good, they enjoy each other’s company and treat each
other with respect, then that is a healthy relationship.

4 The translations are as follows; however, you need
to agree the order with your classmate: 1 Feel
at ease doing stuff together; 2 To be able to do
stuff on your own, keeping your own space, likes,
friendships and family relationships; 3 Both opinions
matter, even if they differ. When facing problems
and arguments, arrive at solutions through dialogue
and negotiation, not through having them imposed
on you. 4 Communicate with the other person with
respect. If involved in sexual relationships, this has to
be consensual. Being able to accept the other person
not wanting to have a sexual relationship is part of a
healthy relationship. 5 Being responsible for your own
life – your own happiness does not depend on the
other person. 6 Support your partner with their plans.
7 Recognise men and women are equal.

3 Encourage your children to think about the qualities
of those they consider good friends, so they can look
for those qualities in the person with whom they are
having a relationship.
If (your son/daughter) is not in a relationship,
recommend that they take their time and try to meet
more people. Not having a relationship does not make
you different from the rest.

Educación para la Ciudadanía: la empatía, ‘Los Pelones’ (pp. 14–15)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: ‘LOS PELONES’
1 Part of the script of his life.
2 14
3 Ran along the hospital corridors; played basketball;
escaped and went to the girls’ floor; smoked on the
roof terrace (where the helicopters used to land).

ACTIVIDAD 3: LEE: ALBERT ESPINOSA
1 Pasó diez años en el hospital cuando era un adolescente.
2 Cuando se recuperó escribió la obra de teatro
Los pelones.

7 … con una sola conversación de cinco minutos te
alegra el momento o te hace pensar y que puede
llegar a cambiarte la vida.

3 … tendría que contar la historia de todos en el hospital.

8 …lo sencillo que es creer en los sueños.

2 He/she judges me and criticises me behind my back.
3 He/she gets on well with me and respects me,
although at times we might have different opinions.
4 He/she listens to me.

5 … cuando estás bien, en el día a día.

5 He/she always tells me the truth, although the truth
might hurt me.

Educación para la ciudadanía: Los amigos de los mayores (pp. 16–17)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE, ESCUCHA: LOS AMIGOS DE LOS MAYORES
a8; b4; c1; d3; e2; f10; g7; h5; i6; j9

6 He/she tells me things tactfully.
7 He/she is always there for me when I need him/her.
8 He/she is only there for the good times.
9 He/she is a person I can rely on and someone I can
speak to with confidence.
10 He/she is someone I go out with drinking with and to
chat people up/flirt at the weekend.
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ACTIVIDAD 2: LEE: ANNE’S AND COLIN’S E-MAILS
Who?

12 He/she gives me cigarettes and chewing gum at
school break.

2 Despite being a beginner, manages well.

14 He/she encourages me and helps me to study.
15 He/she lets me copy his/her homework.

10 ¿A qué esperas?

6 … que no son ni familia, ni amantes, ni amigos.

11 He/she introduces me to his/her friends and makes
me feel part of the group.

13 He/she invites me over to his/her house and makes
me feel part of his/her family.

9 … el creer y el crear están tan solo a una letra
de distancia.

4 Albert no quería ser el personaje principal.

ACTIVIDAD 3: TRADUCE: GOOD FRIENDS
1 He/she tries to advise me.

4 It’s worth fighting for your life; the importance of
family and friends to overcome this illness.
5 Ten years: he went into hospital a teenager, and he
spent his teenage years there/in hospital; he left
school when he was 14, and he went back to class
when he went to university.

Anne

Colin
✓

1 Speaks Spanish quite well
✓

✓

3 Is a nurse
4 Is talkative

✓

5 Is trying to get a job

✓

6 Takes his/her gran to the hairdresser’s

✓

16 He/she lies to my parents, and tells them I am at his/
hers, although I might be out partying.

7 Has read an advert about the charity

✓

8 Grandparents had a house in Spain

✓

17 He/she makes your decisions for you as you are a very
indecisive person.

9 Can drive

✓

10 Is willing to go on holidays with the senior citizens

✓

18 He/she helps me prepare for a job interview.

11 Wants to take a gap year

19 He/she advises me about which clothes I should buy
when we go out shopping.

12 Likes to go out with friends

20 He/she advises me on my hairstyle or make-up.

14 Spent a lot of time with his/her grandparents when younger

13 Thinks that senior citizens have a lot to say

✓
✓
✓
✓
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La televisión, el cine y las nuevas tecnologías (pp. 20–21)

Los pasatiempos y los fines de semana (pp. 18–19)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: TELEVISION AND THE INTERNET

ACTIVIDAD 1: ESCUCHA: JUAN, ELVIRA Y MANUEL
Juan
1 He tries to study (‘he studies’ on its own is not
enough); he usually finishes all his homework; so he
doesn’t have a lot to do in the weekend.
2 He usually goes to the cinema with his friends;
sometimes his parents take him to the theatre or to
the stand-up comedy club.
3 He usually goes out with his friends; sometimes they
go shopping; although most of the time they only
look/browse as they don’t have enough money; he
also loves eating a burger or a hot dog with his friends;
(although) his parents remind him he should not eat
so much junk food; as it is not very healthy food.
Elvira
1 (She has to) help with the housework; study; finish
homework; (as she has a lot of homework) she only
has to tidy her room; in the summer she has to help
with the gardening/do the gardening.
2 She is not allowed to go out clubbing; her parents say
she is still too/very young; she is not too bothered;
her friends at times organise pyjama parties/birthday
parties; they always have a great time.

3 In the mornings she plays basketball with her
neighbourhood team (you need ‘in the morning’ and
‘neighbourhood team’); she thinks it is important to
keep/be active; despite the fact/although she is not a
star/brilliant player; she has a lot of fun playing sports.
Manuel
1 He lives there; it is the capital of Spain; it is a very
stressful city to live in; it takes him 45 minutes by
metro to get to the college; where he studies to be
an electrician.
2 He goes to his grandparents’ house; in the outskirts
of Madrid; with his parents and brothers/brothers
and sisters.
3 He stays in a big house; with his big family (uncles,
aunts and eight cousins); they all like playing football;
they all like going out on their bikes; as there are eight
of them they have a great time; he thinks it is a positive
experience to share a table with 15 other people.
4 To queue to go to the toilet.
5 (a)	His friends stay at home; watching television;
surfing the net; playing their video games.
(b) Boring.

ACTIVIDAD 3: LEE: ALBERTO’S WEEKENDS
1 Friday evening; when he leaves/finishes work; he’s got the whole weekend ahead of him; to relax and sometimes
do nothing.
2 (He feels lucky) because he has two full days to himself; his girlfriend has to work five hours on Saturdays and five
hours on Sundays; he can have a long lie; he can wake up late; (however) she has to wake up early to go to work.
3 His dad is very tired after work on a Friday; on a Saturday he takes care of their farm; he has to water the trees; they
have orange trees; he has to take care of the hens/50 hens; he also takes care of the grandparents (who are quite old).
4 He has not got any time for himself; (despite that) he is always in a good mood; always willing to help with
homework; to give him a lift if it is raining.
5 He did not work much at school; he did not pass exams in any subjects; he was not accepted into any college to
study tourism; as he did not go to class/he used to play truant; to stay at friends’.
6 He would have liked to study tourism this year; (as he could not), he is working full time as a waiter during the day; he is
going to college in the evening/at night; to get his Bachillerato (Highers); to be able to study tourism next year at college.
7 Weekends are for, first, relaxing after a tiring week at work; all day standing up; 11 hours in a restaurant; and going
to college at nights on a Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, and second, to have fun and play sports.
8 Saturday morning he plays football as a defender in his town’s team; he thinks he plays very well (he’s not shy about
it); on a Saturday night he goes out/drinks outside with his friends.
9 His friends and Alberto drink a bit, but not much; the government is trying to forbid it; if drinks were cheaper in pubs
young people would not drink in the streets; he does not earn a lot, he still lives with his parents; he has not got
enough money to become independent; he does not like spending so much on drink.
10 She’s the prettiest, funniest and the friendliest girl in the world; they trust each other and they can talk about
everything; they do not have a lot of time to be together; (so) on Sundays when they are together they try to make
the most of it; they go for a walk, out on their bikes or to the cinema (when it rains); they like to talk about their week.
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Guadalupe
1 It can (indeed) entertain but it also dulls the mind.
2 They sit in front of ‘the silly box’ (gogglebox)/television; they watch anything on it.
3 One has to be selective when watching television; and not simply watch anything that’s on.
4 Young people who spend a lot of time watching television do worse at school/in exams.
5 Argentinian families should not have a television in the dining room, so they can all have a good conversation
during mealtimes to find out about each other’s days.
6 Television can turn viewers into passive beings; into people who believe everything they have seen on television.
María José
1 At times when she is at home in the living room with her family; when she is tired and she does not feel like doing
anything else.
2 It’s easy; she spends far too long channel-surfing or watching rubbish.
3 She watches the news to keep up to date with the news in Venezuela, Latin America and the world; she watches the
news on different television stations; different channels show different news depending on their political colour/
orientation; you have to pay a lot of attention to what you hear, so that you are not fooled.
4 Television series; on her tablet; in her bedroom; in the original version (Spanish or English).
5 To look at clothes; to buy clothes online; to help her parents do the supermarket shopping; to check doubts/
questions about homework; to talk on Skype with her cousins who live in Spain.
Paco
1 (In some families tablets are) a substitute for games and parents’ lack of attention for their children.
2 The children are always watching programmes on their tablets; he thinks it would be better if his aunt/uncle played
with their kids/read them stories; as they arrive home from work very tired they just hand the tablets to their kids to
keep them quiet/get rid of problems.
3 When they go out to eat in a restaurant, the children are engrossed in their tablets/parents’ phones, and they are
only four.
4 He uses it for everything; to talk to his friends on social networks; to download music and videos; to shop online; to
do all school homework; to download books; he doesn’t have any paper books.
5 When they go on holiday to a camp site where there’s no reception on his phone.
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ACTIVIDAD 2: ESCUCHA: IGNACIO Y CRISTINA
Ignacio
1 Homes without a couple of computers/laptops or tablets connected to the internet.
2 New technologies make people more stupid and insensitive; many young people prefer to spend time in the virtual
world; rather than spending time face to face with their friends; walking; or doing sports.
3 Many children spend hours and hours on their phones; they have access to violent films; they get used to violence;
they are far too young to being able to differentiate between what is real and fiction.
4 Some children go onto pornographic sites by mistake or access sites that are not suitable for their age; some
teenagers talk online to people they think are the same age; they are not, and instead they are part of organised
paedophile groups.
5 It has revolutionised worldwide communications; everyone can be connected and informed about everything that
goes on in the world; the Arab Spring in North Africa came about thanks to the net.
6 2
Cristina
1 She does not watch much television in Spain; (for a start) she doesn’t have time; many programmes are not worth
it (as they are a bit stupid); she believes there’s too much rubbish television these days; she cannot stand reality
shows such as Big Brother.
2 Twenty years ago there was not much variety; programmes were quite interesting; some families might have 800
channels on digital television; they are all rubbish.
3 To talk to her friends on social networks; to talk on Skype to her brother who lives in London; to see her friends’
photos on Facebook; to do homework.
4 To find reliable pages/sites; not everything on the net is true.

La salud y el bienestar (pp. 22–23)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: EXAM-STYLE TASK
1. Any two from:
Country with second highest number of obese adults in
the world (behind the USA).

A tax rise does not guarantee a change in consumers’
habits.

Country with second highest rate of childhood obesity
(in the world).

Refreshments/sugary drinks only account for 5% of the
3000 calories per day (of a Mexican).

Sugary drinks/refreshments consumption per person is
160 litres per year (versus 38 litres of milk).

(The study showed) there is still a long way (to go) to
educate/re-educate the society.

2. It is more expensive/dearer to buy sugar drinks than
water (in Mexico).
3. (a)	An integral policy to discourage/put off
consumption (of sugar drinks).
(b) Generate/create (economic) resources/money
which could be invested in the national health
service.
4. It is unethical to pay more money for food/drinks with
sugar.
It would be (equally) unethical to charge more
for alcohol.
5 (a) Any two from:
(As always) the government punishes those who
have the least.
They don’t dare to ‘touch’ those from private
companies.

ACTIVIDAD 3: ESCUCHA: GONZALO’S THOUGHTS ABOUT CINEMA
1 Ocho Apellidos Vascos; movie shows Spanish
stereotypes; a Basque girl meets a man from
Andalucía; he decides to follow her; movie shows
with humour how Andalucians, according to the
stereotypes, are relaxed; are never on time; are always
partying; the movie also shows Basque people as
exaggerated; afraid of expressing their feelings; or
stubborn. Amaia’s dad wants her daughter to marry
only a real Basque; therefore Rafa says that his
grandparents are Basque and all his eight surnames
are Basque.
2 Usually at the cinema with friends, at times with
family; he has no preference as he gets on well with
his parents; one of his friends works in a cinema; so he
gets free tickets.
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3 He buys popcorn and a bottle of water; he does not
like watching movies without eating.
4 Dramas such as Schindler’s List, Birdman; likes
comedies; does not like action films or science fiction;
because there are a lot of explosions. He likes Doctor
Who as a TV series but not as a film.
5 Prefers to watch movies at the cinema; better
atmosphere; the screen is bigger and the sound
is better; he has more fun watching movies at the
cinema; he forgets about everything when the lights
go off at the cinema; at home he gets messages or
makes himself a cup of tea during adverts; it kills the
emotion of the movie.

7. Any two from:

They won’t put the taxes up to those from
international corporations who are in charge of the
food and drink industry/production.
(b) Any one from:
Have a more severe law/policy.
Make big companies/them make healthier food.
(c) Why should tomato ketchup contain so much
sugar?
Why should sugar drinks contain up to 24 spoons of
sugar per can?
6. 25.8 reduction in sugar drinks.

Such a tax might not be the appropriate solution.
8. (It is curious that) 200 years ago, poorer people could
not afford to eat sugary foods/foods containing sugar.
That was the reason for them to have better teeth than
rich people.
9. You need to give an assertion for 1 mark. You can say
that the text is for, against, or that it shows both sides
of the argument. You need to justify your choice of
answer referring to the text, and if quoting from the
text, you need to translate it into English. One or two
arguments to back up your justification is enough.
10. Por ejemplo, en el Reino Unido, un tercio de los niños
que terminan la escuela primaria
For example, in the UK, one third of the children who
finish primary school (2)
tienen sobrepeso o son obesos, y los jóvenes más
desfavorecidos,
are overweight or (are) obese, and more deprived
young people/youngsters (2)
o que vienen de familias con menos dinero
or come from families with less money (2)
son dos veces más propensos a ser obesos
are twice as likely to be obese (2)
que aquellos que vienen de familias que tienen más
recursos económicos
than those who come from families with more
economic resources/money (2)

6 He would like to be an actor; he has taken part in TV
series as an extra; he would like to study drama.
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La salud y el bienestar (pp. 24–25)

Las desigualdades sociales y los bancos de alimentos (pp. 26–29)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LA VIDA SANA: A HEALTHY LIFESTYLE
1
2
3
4

C, L.
F, J.
E, G.
A, H.

5 D, N.
6 B, I.
7 K, M.

What they would like to do (to keep healthy)

Their excuses

1.Pablo would like to pay more attention to what he eats. He 1. Pablo would eat better if he knew how to cook or had more
eats to much junk /fatty foods
time to cook
2. Sergio would like to drink a maximum or two fizzy
drinks a day.

2. He would drink more natural juice if fruit was cheaper.

3. Pablo would like to do far more sports. He would like to
start going to the gym three times a week

3. He has a lot of homework so he cannot go to the gym
that often.

4. Sergio would like to do more outdoor sports.

4. Sergio would do more outdoor sports if the weather in
Scotland wasn't so bad.

5. Pablo would like to start a balanced diet.

5. He would start a balanced diet if it wasn't easier to eat
what is in the fridge and what his parents cook.

6. Sergio would like Pablo to quit smoking.
7. Pablo would also like to stop drinking alcohol at
the weekend.

ACTIVIDAD 2: ESCUCHA: EXAM-STYLE TASK
Part A

Part B

1 He has a lot of pressure at school; he spends five
hours a day doing homework; he has to get good
marks to go to university.

1 Her brother who is 18 and had not had a driving
licence for long; drove their dad’s new car to a party;
they drank at the party; (the silly person) decided to
drive home afterwards; instead of taking a taxi.

2 Any two from dance, cycling, running, swimming.
3 Better to concentrate on his studies.
4 After training he goes for lunch with his water polo
team; he goes out on the bike with his dad (so they
spend time together)
5 His parents have a lot of time to cook; they always
eat at home; they never eat frozen foods or ready
meals (to heat up in the microwave); he eats fruit and
vegetables; it’s not easy because they are expensive in
Scotland; he does not like sugary/energy drinks.
6 Obesity is not good as brings with it other illnesses
such as diabetes; you could die of a heart attack when
you are older.

2 He crashed the car; parking the car at home (in the
garage); he destroyed the car; it’s 5000€ to repair the
car; dad was awake and noticed her brother had
been drinking.
3 He got/His parents found him a job in the local
supermarket; he now works eight hours on a Saturday
and eight hours on a Sunday; he will need to earn
5000€ before being allowed to drive.
4 He earns 100€ a week; he has to pay 80€ in rent.
5 As his mum is a doctor; she has organised a work
experience placement for him after school; he will be
working with physiotherapists; working with patients in
wheelchairs; due to road accidents.
6 She only smokes at the weekends; she always has
chewing gum (to hide the smell); she hides the
cigarettes in her room.

ACTIVIDAD 1: ESCUCHA, LEE: SOR LUCÍA CARAM
Part 1 En campaña contra la pobreza
1 In 2008 nine people came every day; by the end of
2009, 45 families came (every day); some months
ago they had 1300 families; now, this week, they are
moving to new premises, to a new food bank.
2 It was very important for her that families continued
to share/eat around their table (at their own homes);
cooking for her is very important, as it is a way
for families to become closer to each other; in her
food bank they don’t give people closed boxes (with
food); instead people come and choose what they
need; so they can cook their own recipes/what they
want to cook/what they are used to cooking in their
own culture.
2 Twitter – 174.000 seguidores
1 They are a brutal reminder of/hugely amplify what
is happening/they show the reality; it’s a way to be
completely transparent; it’s a space where you can
have a sense of humour; a sense of love; to inform
people of things; to complain; to find allies; it’s also
a space where you can get stronger; because of the
anonymity; (hence) some people use them to insult/
attack/make personal remarks.
2 Not so much for what she does (her actions); (but) for
what she says; at times she provokes people.
3 She tries not to read all the comments; otherwise
she would get depressed; she cannot afford to be
depressed now.
4 She says what she thinks on Twitter; at times she
should not be so spontaneous; hence some of the
reactions; she does not regret it.
3 A Dios rogando
1 Social services; health system.
2 They give them food; they welcome them; they
listen to them; they enrol them into an employment
agency; they try to find a solution to the very dramatic
situation they are living in.
3 They are outcasts; they either get €426 a month or
nothing; most of these families have children; they
serve 1340 families/5000 people.

4 It’s not a crisis, this is incorrect; it should be called a
failure of the system; failure of the politics; failure of
the government which is ruling us or oppressing us.
4 ¿1300 familias? Antes ‘le pedía a Dios’ y ahora ‘le pido
a todo Dios’
1 250 volunteers; she asks everyone all the time to
donate; in all sorts of ways; a lot of individuals and
companies; big and small supermarkets; people who
go shopping leave food in supermarkets; they have a
web page where people can donate.
2 Well, so far we have never run out of food, at times
we are at the limit; but we don’t live on government
funding, but we live trying to awaken people’s
consciences, and above all, getting our hands dirty, to
work and, well, to try to change a little bit the world we
have/live in.
3 There has not been a social outcry; due to the family
support network; as they still support people; (thanks
to) neighbours’ solidarity; and different charities.
4 People have the bad habit of eating every day; despite
the fact they might be poor; they/people have the
right to eat every day. (Sor Lucía is using irony as
clearly eating every day is not a bad habit but a
human necessity.)
5 To eat every day, to work; to be able to earn your
living (literally, to earn to buy your own bread);
the system has ejected them; those are the stories
they hear (in the food bank) every day; people are
desperate to work; people should have access to
housing; education; health.
5 Hay padres que son tan osados que quieren que sus
hijos coman cada día, incluso hasta 3 comidas al día
1 Sister Lucía, note that there are parents so audacious
that they want their children to eat every day, even
three times a day, but I’m asking because when we
spoke with some managers at food banks, NGOs,
different organisations, who are there standing up for
people who need it, there has been a qualitative leap.
They say that before, many immigrants used to come,
but now, it is people from here who come. People from
here who have lost their job, who are not immigrants,
have you noticed this too?

contd

7 Bad for her health; her teeth are going yellow; they
cost a lot; she gets tired when doing PE.
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2 60% of food bank users are of Spanish origin; there are a
lot of people from middle-class backgrounds; company
owners; professionals who have lost everything; people
who have mortgaged everything they own.
3 Some people would have never thought of having to
use food banks; they are ashamed of going through
the door/stepping into the food bank.
4 They tell people this has happened to you, but it could
have happened to me.
5 They try to make the people realise that it is not their
fault; they should not feel guilty about their situation;
however the system makes them feel guilty.

6 (Some people say) people lived beyond their limits.
7 We live in a perverse system; banks tricked people;
banks made it very easy for people to get mortgages;
now, as well as ripping them off, the system makes
them feel guilty.
8 (When asked she says) we help people.
9 Poverty and misery do not look at your origins; they
(poverty and misery) are marginalising people out who
a year ago had a completely different lifestyle.

La corrupción (pp. 30–31)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: CORRUPTION CASES IN SPAIN
1D; 2B; 3A; 4C
1 Two former Spanish PMs (socialist and conservative)
do consultancy work for energy companies; Gonzalez
earned €11,500 in his first two weeks; both PMs were
responsible for privatising Spanish energy companies;
electricity and gas bills in Spain have risen 60%; Spain
is the fourth most expensive country in the EU for
electricity bills.
2 Infanta Cristina, daughter of the former Spanish
king and sister of the current king, appeared in court
accused of helping her husband to commit crimes
against the treasury/tax system; this couple, once seen
as a dream of modernity and newness – she worked
in a bank, he was a professional handball player – are
now something to be ashamed of.

3 The management and board members of Caja Madrid
bank, some 60 people, were allowed to use credit cards
with unlimited credit, without giving any explanations
or having to pay the money back to the bank they
worked for. These people spent/stole €15 million. In
2012 this bank had to be rescued by the tax payer. This
means the public purse has had to foot the €15 million
bill spent on shopping, travelling or eating out.
4 The former president of the region of Catalonia
from 1980 to 2003, and one of the pillars of Catalan
nationalism, has been accused, along with his wife and
six of his seven children, of money laundering after
receiving illegal commissions for awarding public
contracts in Catalonia (to their friends). This family
had money in tax havens, such as Andorra. Pujol’s
elder son has over €30 million in tax havens.

LEARNING
Los deberes del instituto y las presiones de los estudiantes (pp. 32–33)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE, ESCUCHA: USEFUL SCHOOL PHRASES
Answers are in the transcript section on p. 109.
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ACTIVIDAD 2: LEE: LOS DEBERES
1 If a child does not play, he does not grow up, he
doesn’t develop, he doesn’t learn; when children play
they put into practice the most important part of
their development.
2 Which was the most important year of his life? He said
his first.
3 Children should be playing at home so they can bring
new experiences to the school.
4 Families should be engaged, so they help their
children play.
5 Teachers with homework, parents with after-school clubs,
create busier timetables for children than for adults.
6 Homework is a pedagogical mistake and an abuse;
homework never achieves the goal the school assumes
it will.

7 Homework should be helpful to the most deprived;
often parents cannot help their children or pay for a
tutor to help them; those who usually profit most from
homework are those who need it the least.
8 Children can spend up to four hours a day doing
homework; some children suffer from anxiety,
depression and stress due to homework; parents ask
each other the answers to their children’s homework
in WhatsApp groups; sometimes parents finish their
children’s homework.
9 The Children’s Charter talks about the right of the
child (2 marks) to play and to attend school (2 marks).
Both of them should be recognised equally (2 marks).
If school takes half the day (2 marks), the other half
should not also be devoted to school, but to the
children (2 marks).

Decisiones, decisiones (pp. 34–35)

ACTIVIDAD 2: ESCUCHA: ROCÍO BAZÁN
1 She had always liked to sing ever since she was young;
her dad played the guitar; she was always singing in
primary school; she did not always do her homework,
but sang all day long; if there was a party, she was
always there, singing and clapping.
2 She travels the world, singing and dancing; she has
been to China, Japan, Asia, USA and all over Europe
and Latin America.
3 It’s important to express feelings and frustrations
through music; (either) singing or playing an
instrument; it’s important for children and teenagers to
learn music; everyone, not just those who can afford it.

4 In Venezuela the government has a programme where
children from underprivileged backgrounds can learn
to play an instrument; it has been shown that when
young people have a hobby; as their motivation grows;
are less likely to get involved in unsocial behaviour/
commit crime/get involved in dangerous behaviours.
5 Good to continue with healthy/good/positive
traditions; against traditions which make animals
suffer, such as bullfighting in Spain or fox hunting in
England and Scotland.

Actitud mental y aprendizaje (pp. 36–37)

ACTIVIDAD 1: TRADUCE: CAROL DWECK
Carol Dweck is a North American psychologist. She studies the area of motivation and the reasons for success. Dweck
talks about how we can increase our brain’s capacity to learn and solve problems. According to Dweck, when we face
a difficult problem, we can think that we are not intelligent enough to solve it, or, on the other hand, that we have not
solved it yet, but we will get there.
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Giacomo

ACTIVIDAD 2: LEE: GROWTH MINDSET OR FIXED MINDSET
Mentalidad abierta
1

2

3

1 He came for a five-month exchange; he wants to learn
English; he wants to know more about Scotland.

Mentalidad cerrada
7

10

13

14

4

5

6

8

9

11

12

ACTIVIDAD 4: LEE: MACHUCA
1 It made private schools teach students from poorer
backgrounds/very poor neighbourhoods.
2 (Gonzalo was surprised) to see Machuca go to the
toilet in a bucket.
3 (Machuca was stunned) to see Gonzalo’s wardrobe
with so many clothes; to see Gonzalo had more than
one pair of shoes.
4 Against the education policy; she does not want her
son to socialise with people from a lower class; she
doesn’t see the point of mixing apples with pears (that
is, people of different social classes).

5 Why are you Gonzalo’s friend?; his grandad had
money; his dad is the director of a company; he will be
someone important (with money); I clean toilets; you
will clean toilets too.
6 The insecure/unstable situation of poor people; the
difficulty of changing social class for most people;
when one comes from a unprivileged family it is 100
times more difficult to have a growth mindset; to
protect themselves from failure many people prefer to
be happy with what they have; even if they appear to
have a closed mindset.

ACTIVIDAD 2: ESCUCHA: SCHOOL EXCHANGES AND GAP YEARS
1 France.
2 England or Ireland; London is her favourite city (of
those she has visited).
3 New family; Norwegian sister; food; accent; city.
4 It was hard to get used to it; it was different from the
accent she had learnt all her life; Scots pronounce the
‘r’ like Spanish people.
5 Very different from her French school; she only has
five subjects; photography; cake decorating; religion;
English; Spanish; she had more subjects in France.
6 They are a very nice family; they are very nice/friendly
people; she and her half-sister feel at home.
7 She has discovered another culture; she has improved
her English and her Spanish; she has a lot of friends;
she is having a great time; she loves staying with her
host family as they do many things together.

3 He would also like to go to university; he is thinking
of studying something related to economics or
medicine; he would like to leave home when he goes
to university; he is considering medicine because you
can help people; also earn a lot of money; he would
also like the area of economics as there is money there;
one needs a lot of money these days; he would also
like to work abroad; to learn languages; he is already
learning Spanish and English; he would like to also
study German and French; he also thought of working
in politics, education or health.
4 He says that it is not the case that there is no money;
in Italy governments always prefer to cut the public
sector; in a crisis it is easier to make cuts in health or
education than in the private sector.
5 He has met new people; he is improving his English.

Intercambios y años sabáticos (pp. 38–39)
Jeanne

2 Both parents are 50 and work in a school; dad is a
history teacher; mum is an Italian teacher; sister is 33;
sister is also a teacher; he has a niece; his sister left
home when she was 27/28 after university;

8 It’s very gratifying/nice to have another foreign sister;
it helps her to go through this experience; having
someone (with you) who knows what is like to live
abroad without your family is useful and positive;
integration is easier because you are never alone.
9 She thinks it is a nice and modern capital; she likes the
people; she thinks the people (in London) are great;
she also loves the English accent; she does not know
why; she has been 10 to 15 times to London.
10 Italy, Egypt, Greece, Germany, England, Scotland,
Reunion Island, which is near Madagascar, Spain and
Switzerland (you only need to provide a few here).

6 At times they speak Spanish if they don’t want their
family to understand what they are saying.
7 The biggest difference is the climate; in Scotland it is
cold and raining everyday; in Italy it is always warm
and the sun comes out; he misses Italian food; there
is too much fast food in Scotland; you could say that
cooking is not a concern of Scottish people, it’s not
part of their culture.

Cole
1 He would like to spend a gap year in Latin America.
2 To juggle his studies and his social life.
3 He volunteers in a hospital; in the future he would like
to be a doctor; it is a good experience for university;
however it can be hard.
4 To travel; to improve his Spanish.
5 He likes Che Guevara; he thinks he was a revolutionary;
the film was sad but he liked it; he thinks Che Guevara
was a doctor with a lot of empathy.
6 It’s a country with beautiful landscapes; rich culture.
7 He’s going to Madrid to be an au pair; cheap way of
spending a month in Spain; next year he wants to do
Advanced Higher Spanish; he would like to take a gap
year before university.
8 With his friends; he’s looking forward to leaving home;
his parents are a pain.
9 Cheaper; food is free; he doesn’t have to clean the
house; he doesn’t have independence; he cannot go
out at night with his friends.
10 He has a balanced diet; he keeps fit with the
Mediterranean diet; he eats fish, fruit and vegetables
every day.

8 He has to do one more year at school; then he can go
to university; he would like to study in the north of
Italy or abroad.
9 WhatsApp every day; Skype once a week or every
two weeks.

11 Italy; she went with her school; loved the art; loves
the food.
12 Yes, in Valencia.
13 She loves languages; she would love to speak English,
French, Spanish, Italian and Russian; she speaks three
of them: English, Spanish, French; she’s learning Italian.
14 Wedding organiser; she loves to make people happy;
she loves to organise events.

contd
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Pies descalzos – Hagamos que salga el sol 2 (pp. 42–43)
1 Studying abroad is positive because one sees the
world travelling, and in this way one can learn a lot.
You can also meet new people, make friends. I think
that this is the best way of learning another language
or improving your Spanish, because it is far more fun
than studying in a class in Scotland.
2 To study abroad you have to have a lot of money
because language courses are expensive. Equally,
paying for accommodation in halls or with a family
also costs a lot of money. Taking a gap year travelling
around the world is prohibitively expensive if one
doesn’t have a lot of money.
3 To study abroad you don’t have to have a lot of
money: there are other ways of travelling and studying
without paying an arm and a leg. For example, you can
do a TEFL course and teach English in other countries.
4 I would recommend spending some time living abroad
because it is a very positive experience, as it helps you
to see things from another perspective. People who
have travelled or who have lived or studied abroad are
usually more empathetic.

5 The best way of taking a gap year is to go as a volunteer
with any charity/organisation, helping other people who
might be in need. I would like to go to teach English in
other countries or to work with more deprived parts of
the population, such as with street children.
6 Finally, it is a life-changing experience, which can help
you in the future because doing a language exchange
is very enriching. It is good fun to make new friends, to
know the way of thinking of other people, and to learn
to speak another language while you study or work.
This can help you to improve your Spanish , and like
that it could be even easier to find a job in Scotland.
7 Spending some time living in Spain can be good fun.
I loved the way of life a lot of Spanish people have.
To start with, as the weather is usually very nice, one
spends a lot of time outdoors. I used to like going
out for tapas after my classes, with friends from the
language school. I liked the fact that people generally
were happier and more relaxed than in Scotland.

Pies descalzos – Hagamos que salga el sol 1 (pp. 40–41)

ACTIVIDAD 1: ESCUCHA, LEE: BAREFOOT FOUNDATION
a 1	Shakira’s dad’s business went bankrupt; she learnt
a lot from the crisis her family had to face.
2 Children sniffing glue; to be able to cope with
the tragedies of their life; loneliness; orphanage;
extreme poverty they lived in.
3 If she ever triumphed in life; she would help her
family financially; she would do something for those
children (whose faces she would never forget).
b 1	People trapped in an armed conflict; in their own
country; as a natural reaction to facing threats;
they run away from the areas of conflict or civil
persecution; as refugees do.
2 In Latin America there are 52 million children
living in poverty, and 30 million of them are going
hungry. This is the case despite the fact that Latin
America produces three times the food it needs.
Unfortunately, Latin America is the region in the
world with the most inequality, where the gap
between rich and poor is even greater than in any
other region. The only way of closing the gap is
with education.
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c

1	She got it as a present; she takes care of it; she
cleans it; as if she was going to get it as a present
again; when she is at school she tries not to get her
uniform dirty; she also got the shoes as a present;
when she gets home she cleans them and puts
them away so they don’t get worn out.

d 1	If a child is hungry; or the child does not receive an
appropriate education; or the child has not been
protected from dangers.

ACTIVIDAD 1: ESCUCHA, LEE: BAREFOOT FOUNDATION
1 For the children who are physically abused; and for
those who have to work.
2 Doing errands; selling stuff; this way he can eat.
3 He goes outside restaurants; he gets given people’s
leftovers.
4 A school in the middle of a neighbourhood in
conflict is an oasis/a haven; a school has a unique
transforming strength; she has seen that every effort
put into a child’s education is repaid three times over.
5 She was born in a little village; bad men arrived; some
people stayed in the church thinking they would be
safe; when these men arrived they destroyed the
church, killing 200 people; Carito and her mum left
their town to go to her grandmother’s town.
6 She thinks education should not rely on individual
people/presidents; instead there should be a big
alliance between the public and private sectors; to
push for education in every corner of the world.

1 No child dreams of being violent, a criminal, or a drug
baron; children have purer dreams; if you ask a child
anywhere in the world what they want to be when they
grow up they will answer a teacher, a lawyer, a doctor,
a nurse, a pilot.
2
Doesn’t want

Wants

To be someone who
cannot read.

To be a teacher, to teach all those
children who cannot go to school.

To leave home.

To be President, to help the country.

To starve/go hungry.

To be a doctor to help sick people.

To go to jail.

To be a dancer, I like dancing.

To be killed.

To be a vet, to help other animals.

To be hit any more.

To be a dentist, to help children with
bad teeth.

To sleep in the street. To be a scientist, to help the world.
To get into drugs.
To go to war.

3 I have learned a lot of things, I am still a student in the
field of education. And every day I learn a little more
about the benefits society and whole communities get
from the transforming power of education. I believe
that the greatest satisfaction anyone can feel in life is
that of helping a child to realise their dreams and to
flourish. If education is a right for all children, it is an
obligation for the whole of society.
4 You could say to speak out against the situation of
displaced children in Colombia, or to raise awareness,
or to get people to fund Shakira’s project. Remember
to justify your answer with examples from the text. If
you provide Spanish text, remember to translate it into
English too.

2 What happens to a few people has a huge impact
on a lot of people.
3 We should worry about what is essential; that is to
provide children with education; education should
go hand in hand with nutrition.

1. Laugh, love, dream; 2. 12; 3. Defend their country/homeland; 4. This is the story of what
is lost in a war, and what is found in a child’s heart.
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ACTIVIDAD 2: ESCUCHA: ISABEL AND FÉLIX

La infancia y los proyectos de futuro (pp 44–45)

ACTIVIDAD 1: ESCUCHA: EMILY AND BEN

1 Isabel’s Plan A

To do school exams; get good marks; go to university; she would like to study biology.

2 Isabel’s Plan B

(As the university of her choice is very competitive and she might not get in), the botanical gardens where she is
doing work experience, has already offered her the chance to continue working next year as an apprentice while she
goes to college.

Emily

Ben

1 In a house in the countryside in England; next to a train station.

1 Seven or eight years; in a small flat

3 Félix’s Plan A

2 She could play in the countryside; she was allergic to pollen/had
hay fever; could go to the countryside with mum to see animals
(butterflies, birds and badgers’ dens).

2 Not well; brother had all the attention; he cried and parents
always blamed him because he was older; they use to fight
because they did not have anything better to do.

(He thinks he is not going to pass his exams, he finds them too difficult). He would like to go to university to study
architecture but he finds maths and science very difficult, so he does not think he will get into university.

4 Félix’s Plan B

He would like to do an apprenticeship in a trade to become a bricklayer, electrician or plumber. He is handing out CVs.
This is hard, as the job market in Chile is not good.

3 Meat came from animals; both she and her brother have been
vegetarian since then.

3 Was not allowed/could not play rugby or football with his friends.

5 Félix’s Plan C

He would work as a waiter in his uncle’s restaurant; they always need waiters.

4 North of Scotland; father found a job there.

4 Gets on better; he helps him with homework; he’s happy/proud
of their relationship.

5 Theatre; she wanted to be an actress. Luckily she changed her
mind and became a teacher.

5 Prettiest girl in the world; only has eyes for her.

6 Travelling.

6 He wants to be a policeman; his mother is a police officer; it’s a good
job; pays well; wants to help people; you work for the government.

7 Barcelona with her boyfriend. Boyfriend is an art teacher; they
7 Big responsibility; you might have to shoot someone; it’s an
loved Gaudí’s architecture; they did not go to the top of the Sagrada important job; society needs people who protect it.
Familia cathedral as her boyfriend is afraid of heights; she had
already been up once.
8 They did charity work with street children; before they collected
money by doing fund raising in Scotland, for example dancing.

8 Two physical exams, two written exams, one medical
examination and one interview; he likes sports; plays rugby; goes to
the gym three times a week; has a healthy diet; does not smoke.
He practices the written exam at home.

9 English and German.

9 He works in a shoe shop.

10 Schools she saw in Peru did not have much money; they did
not have libraries, computers; she gets frustrated when pupils in
Scotland do not have a pen or pencil; in Peru, children might be
poorer but they always have a pen or pencil.

10 He would like to get married and become a dad in the future;
before he would like to travel and get to know other cultures.

11 She lived in Madrid for two years; when she went she did not
11 Malaga, Spain; he would like to work in Spain or France.
speak Spanish; she did not have a job; she went for the experience;
she worked in a school; she thought Spanish people have dinner too
late; one of her friends thought that eating dinner at 10pm was early.
12 Galicia; more rural; less stress; women dress in black in her
brother’s town; is like the Spain of the 30s; she likes it; there is a
beach; it’s less hot.

12 Not as a policeman. He would work as a barman.

13 Rome, Madrid, Andalucía; they are going to see the Easter
processions; try gazpacho.

13 Jarnac, France, school exchange.
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ACTIVIDAD 4: LEE: ¡NI ESTUDIO, NI TRABAJO!
Spain is the country in the European Union with the highest
percentage of young people not working or studying.

3 36% of young people aged between 25 and 34 dropped
out of school before they were 16.

1 One in every four young people aged between 15 and
29 don’t study or work.

4 The unemployment rate of Spanish people who have
studied to higher education level (have a university
degree) is three times higher than the OECD average.

2 Half of Spanish people between 25 and 65 did not
finish secondary school.

ACTIVIDAD 5: LEE: CAREER PATHS
1 Afterwards you will find a more interesting and better
paid job.

6 I don’t have good grades at school and I need to pass
more subjects to be able to go to university.

2 You can study and work at the same time, so from a
very young age you start having some money and
economic independence.

7 I think that nowadays one earns more money this way.

3 Because I still don’t know what I would like to do in the
future and I like travelling.
4 I would like to do a degree in order to become …
5 Most people who finish do not find a job and have a
lot of debt.

8 … in order to improve my language skills before
continuing with my studies.
9 In the future I would like to be an electrician or a
bricklayer, I love manual jobs.
10 It is the only way to do what I would like to do in the
future, which is to be a mechanic.
11 I don’t like studying much, and I need to focus on
practical activities to learn.
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ACTIVIDAD 2: LEE: EL JUEVES

Vicente Ferrer (pp. 46–47)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: VICENTE FERRER FOUNDATION
Una vida dedicada a ayudar a los demás
1 At only 16 years of age; he fought on the Republican
side; in the Spanish Civil War in 1936; he became a
priest years later; to fulfil his vocation; of helping
others; he went to live in India in 1952.
2 To eradicate/end the suffering of the poorest people
in that country/India.
3 They (the ruling classes) saw him as a threat; they got
an order to throw him out of India; he left India in 1968.
4 He left the priesthood; got married to Anne Perry
a few months later; he created the Vicente Ferrer
Foundation.
5 I can testify/ I am a witness that it is possible to
change this world.
El Comercio Justo
1 Fight discrimination suffered by Anantapur dalits
women with some sort of disability.
2 The project shows another way of showing solidarity;
a responsible trade cycle; end buyer demonstrates a
social, human and cultural compromise.

3 A woman with a disability gets a job; she gets paid a
fair salary for her work; (as she has a job) she achieves
social recognition.
4 They go back to/are reinvested in the Foundation.
5 Untouchable women with some sort of disability.
6 Handcraft training; basic education; health checks/
follow up; stable job all year around.
7 Self-esteem has risen; they now have some social
consideration/recognition.
8 (1) They group together and organise underprivileged
women so they start producing their own handicrafts.
(2) They pay a fair wage, according to the socioeconomic reality of the region. (3) Women who work
in the workshops have a programme to help them with
their nutrition, (physical) therapy, family economy,
hygiene and health. (4) They respect the environment
by using natural resources. (5) They get rid of/remove
intermediaries who profit from the women’s work. (6)
The profits go back to the project in India.

1 Children; main labor force.
2 (Without him/the work he offers them) children would
be in the streets; drinking and smoking; in his factories
they are safe; they learn a trade; he is giving those kids
a future.
3 There are nearly 5 million people unemployed.
4 Little cultural details; (such as) having to pay tax;
workers have rights.

5 Thanks to his company, the low-paid journalist; can
buy a suit; and he can buy an island; with his profits; if
he wishes to.
6 He has undernourished children working all day;
who would expect those children to work well all the
time?; if you wish to buy quality clothes; go to another
brand; like him.

CULTURE
La cultura en España y en Iberoamérica (pp. 50–51)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: MATCH UP
A 2; B3; C5; D6; E1; F4

Música y baile (pp. 52–53)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: MATCH UP
A2; B5; C3; D4; E1

Iconos de la cultura hispana (pp. 54–55)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE, ESCUCHA: FILL IN THE GAPS
Check your answers for this section in the transcript section on p. 117.
A favor: 2,3,7 ; Number 4 could be for both; En contra: 1, 5, 6, 8

Las vacaciones (pp. 56–57)

ACTIVIDAD 1:	ESCUCHA: CUATRO JÓVENES HABLAN SOBRE SUS MOTIVOS
PARA VIAJAR

Zara (pp 48–49)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: TRUE OR FALSE

Reasons (1)

How travelling changes you (2)

How often (3)

Where (4)

Noemí

Leisure

Relaxes her; brings peace to the
family/good for family relationships;
although there might be some small
arguments.

Twice a year; Christmas;
summer.

Cultural destination in the
winter; in the summer
they always go to the
beach at the Costa del Sol.

César

He’s lived in Scotland for
three years; he goes to Spain
to visit his family and friends.

The sun makes him happy; he is more
optimistic after a holiday.

Three or more times a
year.

Thailand

María

Work

She improves her personal/social skills. A lot; 20 times a year.

Jaime

Study; to improve his French
and English.

Makes him happy; improves his selfesteem; he feels better after realising
he can communicate in another
language.

True: 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9
False: 1, 2, 5
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China.

Twice or three times a
Paris and London.
year; last year he spent a
year in Birmingham as an
Erasmus student.
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ANSWERS
ACTIVIDAD 3: LEE: ¿POR QUÉ ES BUENO VIAJAR?
1 When they are hungry; to look for food; but also to
discover their environment.
2 To fight for survival; sense the danger.
3 To look for shelter/refuge; to get food/fed; to find land
(for harvesting).

6 New experiences which change the way we think; our
opinion of different people around the world changes;
we question/challenge stereotypes; we remember the
landscapes of the countries we visited in a different
way; we might even start to like different foods.

4 It increases our knowledge; it reduces stress; it makes
us happier.

7 Having new experiences; knowing other languages and
cultures; increases neural connections; strengthens
your mind.

5 Abroad or near home; a couple of days or a fortnight;
in the summer or in the winter; for leisure or work;
alone or in company; with family or with friends.

8 They are usually more creative; they had to learn to
adapt to other cultures; they have had multicultural
experiences.

1 vaya; 2 tenga; 3 sea; 4 sea; 5 vaya; 6 pueda; 7 vaya; 8 haga; 9 nade; 10 esté; 11 aprenda;
12 conozca; 13 mejore; 14 baile

Ser bilingüe (pp. 58–59)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: LEARNING A LANGUAGE
1b; 2a; 3c; 4h; 5d; 6g; 7f; 8e; 9i

Casa de Locos, L’Auberge espagnole, Pot Luck (pp. 60–61)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: XAVIER
1 In a shared flat; with six other people all with different
nationalities and personalities.
2 By interacting with parents, family and partner; people
who appear casually in your life; flatmates and people
you play sport or study with.
3 Learn Spanish; find a job; have a quiet life when back
in France.

4 He sees himself as a foreigner in his own country;
when looking at the photos of his friends; he thinks
‘I’m him and him’ ; ‘I’m her’; ‘I’m Spanish, French,
English, Danish’; ‘I’m not one but a few’; ‘I’m like
Europe, I’m everyone, I’m total chaos’.
5 In Spanish hostels, you had to take your own food and
drink; metaphorically it means that in the shared flat
in Barcelona; those youngsters only have the thoughts
they bring with themselves; by staying there they have
to face and challenge their thinking and prejudices.

ACTIVIDAD 2: ESCUCHA: HAMISH’S GAP YEAR
1 Au pair; he did not have much money so he had to work.
2 He lived with a Spanish family; he did not have to pay
bills; food was free; they paid for his Spanish course;
they paid him €60 a week.
3 It was difficult because he had to work a lot
babysitting the two children; at times the brothers
would fight; he had to wake up early to take them to
school; then he had to do the chores; at night he had
to cook dinner.
4 They all sat for an hour together at the table; they
were not allowed to turn the television on or have
their phones with them; it was important to talk about
the day; to eat slowly, and to enjoy the dinner.

7 They work hard; they have a big social conscience; they
are not individualists; they are always willing to talk.
8 Germans are not inflexible; French are not unfriendly.
9 (Despite the fact that Spanish people seem to party a
lot) he thinks his Scottish friends drink more; Spanish
people seem to drink less than his Scottish friends.

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: ‘SPANGLISH’
1 Second language in the USA; 15% of the total
population speak Spanish as their mother tongue; this
percentage grows year on year; there are 40 million
people of Hispanic origin in the USA.
2 A third of US citizens come from an ethnic minority;
Hispanic people are the biggest ethnic minority,
accounting for 15% of the total population; the Black
ethnic minority group is the second largest group.
3 By 2050 there would be over 132 million Spanish
speakers; this would make the USA the country with
the largest number of Spanish-speaking citizens; even
more than in Mexico.
4 In order to be able to understand the Spanish presence
in the USA (2), one should start by noticing the history
of the Spanish presence in Florida, New Mexico and
Louisiana as the beginning of the settlement of Spanish
speakers (2). One only has to pay attention to the names
of certain cities in California such as San Francisco or
Los Angeles (2) to notice that in the USA Spanish is not
spoken because of recent immigration (2), but rather
that Spanish was spoken before English (2).

6 They are not ashamed of their origins; they are proud
of speaking Spanish; (since) their language is the
strongest symbol of identity.
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6 Untidy; left everything for the next day.

El español de los Estados Unidos de América (pp. 62–63)

5 They have noticed their strategic power; they have
realised the interest in the USA in their culture of origin;
they have started exploiting the value of their mother
tongue; and the professional benefits of being bilingual.
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5 He always thought he was bad at them; since he went
to Madrid; he noticed he lacked motivation to learn
when he was at school; he has made a lot of progress;
he now loves speaking Spanish.

7 This awareness is part of a general in attitude in all
Hispanics; they have re-assessed their language; as a
language which encompasses many different cultures
and origins; Spanish has become very important in the
USA job market.
8 Some people who don’t speak 100% English or Spanish
start to mix the languages; words and structures when
talking; some start a sentence in one language and
finish it in another.
9 To be able to use the term Spanglish; it needs to
be demonstrated that; in the USA, a community of
speakers produce the language socially; as opposed to
the efforts to speak Spanish by people who do not speak
Spanish/have forgotten/not learnt how to speak it.
10 It would appear it is going to grow further (This is the
assertion worth 1 mark). The justification could be
one of these pointers: biggest minority group already;
already 15% of the total population; 132 million of
Spanish speakers by 2050; country in the world with
the biggest Spanish speaking population (any of these
justifications would be worth 1 point).
However, you might decide to say that ‘Spanish as a
language is going to be lost, as it is all getting mixed
with English, and instead of Spanish, there might
be another language spoken in the USA by 2050,
Spanglish’. If you came to such a conclusion, you
would also get 1 mark for your assertion. You would
justify your assertion with examples of Spanglish use.
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ANSWERS
ACTIVIDAD 2: ESCUCHA: CNN REPORT

ACTIVIDAD 2: LEE: VERB TENSES

1F; 2T; 3T; 4F; 5T; 6T; 7F; 8F; 9T; 10F; 11F; 12F; 13T; 14T; 15F

Escucha: ‘Autobiografía’
1 Summer, 1978;
2 Learnt another language, started another life, he grew up
in the shadows of silence, he was a scared illegal, without
documentation (passport), with no address/was homeless;
3 A foreigner, he does not belong anywhere/come from
neither here nor there (Nicaragua or the USA);

1b; 2a; 3c; 4f; 5d; 6 i; 7e; 8j; 9g; 10h

4 (Beautiful) sunsets in Somoto, playing games (in the
‘Calle Real’), his first girlfriend, his identity;
5 Home;
6 His son not to have to go through what he went through;
7 If one day there were no borders, he wishes for his
story not to repeat itself.

1 ¿Ha llegado alguien?

Has anyone arrived?

d No, no ha llegado nadie.

No, no one has arrived.

2 ¿ Te queda algo de dinero?

Do you have any money left?

f Lo siento, no me queda nada de dinero.

I am sorry, I don’t have any money left at all.

3 Yo también tengo vacaciones.

I am on holiday too.

a Yo tampoco tengo vacaciones.

I am not on holiday either./ Nor am I on holiday.

4 Eres muy amable, siempre sonríes.

You are very friendly, you always smile.

COURSE ASSESSMENT: TRANSLATION

e No eres nada amable, y no sonríes nunca.

You are not friendly at all, and you never smile.

5 ¿ Has suspendido alguna asignatura?

Have you failed any subject?

The translation 1 (pp. 64–65)

b No, no he suspendido ninguna asignatura.

No, I have not failed any subject.

6 Oye, ¿tienes algún libro mío?

Listen, do you have any of my books?

ACTIVIDAD 1: GRAMMAR: CONJUGATING SPANISH VERBS

c No, no tengo ningún libro tuyo.

No, I have none of your books.

vender

abrir

aprender

permitir

viajar

tomar

ver

reir

7 En Málaga todo el mundo está de buen humor.

In Malaga everyone is in a good mood.

to sell

to open

to learn

to allow

to travel

to take

to see

to laugh

h En Edimburgo, a nadie le gusta el tiempo.

In Edinburgh, nobody likes the weather.

comprar

vivir

hablar

preguntar

escribir

acabar

necesitar

conducir

to buy

to live

to speak

to ask

to write

to finish

to need

to drive

8 Tengo salud y amor, el dinero no importa.

I have health and love, money does not matter.

salir

cerrar

leer

empezar

poder

entender

esperar

pensar

g Pues yo no tengo ni amor ni dinero.

Well, I have neither love nor money.

to go out

to close

to read

to start

can/ to be able to to understand

to wait/
hope for

to think

hacer

pagar

llenar

ir

llorar

dormir

jugar

olvidar

to do/make

to pay

to fill

to go

to cry

to sleep

to play

to forget

prestar

querer

bailar

decir

encontrar

venir

comer

tener

to lend

to want/to love

to dance

to say

to find

to come

to eat

to have

fumar

recordar

beber

limpiar

saber

parecer

ayudar

nadar

to smoke

to remember

to drink

to clean

to know

to seem/look like

to help

to swim

elegir

merendar

contestar

perder

deber

conocer

gastar

pedir

to choose

to have a snack

to answer to lose

to have to

to know/meet

to spend

to ask for

cenar

nacer

escuchar

cumplir

dar

ser

correr

contar

Part 1: 1d; 2h; 3f; 4g; 5c; 6b; 7a; 8e

Part 3: 1h; 2f; 3a; 4b; 5g; 6c; 7d; 8e

to have dinner

to be born

to listen

to have a birthday/ to give
to do/accomplish

to be

to run

to tell/
count

Part 2: 1e; 2f; 3a; 4h; 5b; 6g; 7d; 8c

Part 4: 1g; 2e; 3f; 4b; 5a; 6h; 7c; 8d

poner

dejar

gustar

alquilar

seguir

durar

estar

coger

to put

to allow/let/to leave to like

to rent

to continue

to last

to be

to take

echar = to
throw/pour

divertirse

subir

enseñar

morir

bajar

creer

recibir

to have fun

to go up

to teach/to show

to die

to go down/ to
to
download/ to turn believe
down (the volume)

to
receive

traer

firmar

cantar

romper

estudiar

caer

oir

dibujar

to bring

to sign

to sing

to break

to study

to fall

to hear

to draw

faltar

lavar

llegar

llevar

vestirse

mandar

llover

mirar

to lack/miss

to wash

to arrive

to take/wear

to get dressed

to send/to order

to rain

to look at

echar de menos
= to miss
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How to approach the translation 2 (pp. 66–67)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: CONNECTORS
1I; 2g; 3e; 4a; 5f; 6c; 7b; 8d; 9h; 10k; 11j.

ACTIVIDAD 2: LEE: EXPRESSIONS WITH DAR
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ANSWERS
ACTIVIDAD 3: TRADUCE: ‘DAR’
1 When we went on holiday we were very lucky as we
found a very nice hotel. The hotel had a very nice view,
because it faced/looked over the main square. We
used to go for a walk in the old town every evening/
afternoon.
2 Enrique got drunk and stood out at the party,
because he became very aggressive, he started to talk
nonsense and to shout. I felt sorry for him.
3 I can’t stand anchovies. I don’t like them at all, in fact
they disgust me.
4 When my twin brother and I were young, we were
always annoying my sister.
5 I love to go to my parents’ town. Everyone welcomes
me, they hug me, they say hello to me in the street.
What a pleasure!/How nice! In the capital, people
don’t even tell you what time it is, and moreover, it is
difficult to find anyone nice who says thank you.
How annoying!

6 I have met Rocío a couple of times, but I think she is
avoiding me. I am not lucky with girls, they all give me
the brush-off.
7 My aunt has given birth to triplets. She spent two days
in hospital, but she has now been discharged.
8 Although he is my friend, Roberto takes it for granted
that I am always going to agree with him. He should
not take it for granted because I don’t agree with him
on this occasion, I do mind, and I am not going to
give him carte blanche in this matter. Even though he
thinks of himself as an understanding person, he is
very intolerant.
9 This shop has ripped me off. They have sold me a
tablet which does not work. I think I have been tricked.
I am not going to give up, I am not going to shout,
but I am going to annoy them until they give me my
money back.

1 I had bought all the presents, but I left them at my parents’.
2 Enrique has not talked to me since I gave him the brush-off.
3 I thought Juan had turned his back on me, but, when he explained everything (to me),
I realised the misunderstanding, we shook hands and we are friends again.
4 The paella was delicious, we ate it all. We had a blast in that restaurant. Did I not tell you?
5 The teacher was explaining the lesson to his bachillerato (Higher) class, and while he
was explaining it, they were having a good time, ignoring him, and having a blast.

Translation 6 (pp. 68–69)

ACTIVIDAD 1: COLOR ESPERANZA, DIEGO TORRES
1 I know what’s in your mind (literally, your eyes) just by
looking, that you are tired of walking and walking, and
strolling around, going around in circles.

4 It’s better to get lost than to never get started, it’s
better to try than to stop trying, although you see, it is
not so easy to start.

2 I know windows can be opened, a change of scenery
depends on you, it will help you, it is worth trying again.

5 I know the impossible can be done, that sadness will
go away one day. It will be like this, life changes and
will change.

3 Knowing it can be done, wanting it to be done, to get
rid of fears, take them out, paint your face the colour
of hope, go towards the future with your heart.
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1 I learned a lot of things about cancer. Cancer took one of my legs and half of my lung
away, but the illness taught me it is worth fighting for your life, and how important
family and friends are in managing to overcome this illness. It took me ten years of
fighting to get better. I went from my teenage years into my youth.
2 Television can indeed entertain, but I think that it also numbs the mind. Many young
people arrive home, sit in front of the ‘silly box’/television and watch anything that’s
on. Many experts think that one should be selective when watching television, and not
just watch anything that’s on because we might be bored.
3 As always, the government penalises and punishes with taxes the people who have
the least money, because they do not dare to defy private companies and increase
the taxes for the owners of big international corporations which dominate global
production of food and drink.

COURSE ASSESSMENT: PERFORMANCE
What questions could be asked? (pp. 72–73)

ACTIVIDAD 1: ESCUCHA: JULIE’S AND ROBERT’S TALKING EXAMS
Part A
1 F; 2 F; 3 F; 4 F; 5 F; 6 T; 7 T; 8 T
Part B
1 15; 19
2 French, translation, and maybe Spanish.
3 She has a penpal. Jarnac is twinned with her town.
4 She’s a headteacher (near Madrid); she’s married to a
Spanish man.
5 More fun than in Scotland; she likes the parties;
people are very friendly; she likes the food; the food is
very varied.
6 Improve her Spanish; talk to native speakers; get life
experiences; improve her chances of getting a job in
the future.
7 It’s expensive; (you might have) to look for a job; (you
might) miss your family.
8 Spend some days with her aunt in Madrid; go
to Marrakech.

Part C
1 T; 2 F; 3 T; 4 T; 5 T; 6 T.
Part D
1 Teacher took once the rugby team to a match and
they were a very bad team/they lost.
2 On a (communist) farm with his friends.
3 Old; very, very ugly; quiet in the winter; busy in the
summer; a lot of tourists come in the summer to see
his town.
4 Bus; 45 minutes.
5 (He had applied to study) history or law; he prefers law;
he thinks law is important nowadays; he likes to talk.
6 Music; he likes all kind of music; he is always listening
to his walkman and IPod; he plays the guitar; he sings.
7 Win the lottery; buying a recording studio in
South Africa.
8 A mix of trumpets and castanets.
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Discursive writing 3 (pp. 90–91)

ANSWERS

All of them can fit all questions!

COURSE ASSESSMENT: WRITING

Discursive writing 4 (pp. 92–93)

ACTIVIDAD 1: ESCUCHA: WHERE I LIVE

Tacking the bullet points 1 (pp. 76–77)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: FILL IN THE GAPS
1 Semana Santa

3 semanas

5 encanto

7 Viajamos

9 hablé

2 amiga

4 interesante

6 al lado de

8 pesado

10 vimos

Tackling the bullet points 2 (pp. 78–79)

1 Escribir

4 gusta

7 hacer

10 llegar

13 encanta

2 pequeño

5 conozco

8 quiero

11 salir

14 encantaría

3 pienso

6 tengo

9 entrenar

12 encontrar

ACTIVIDAD 2: LEE: THE IMPORTANCE OF LEARNING LANGUAGES
5, 3, 2, 4, 1

1 Durante mi estancia en España, visité todo el país.
2 La comida estaba muy buena, y las playas eran de ensueño.
3 Como estuve allí un mes, decidí hacer un curso para aprender a cocinar, y de esa
manera mejoraba mi nivel de español.
4 Recomendaría un viaje así a Madrid, ya que te lo puedes pasar muy bien, debido a la
comida, los monumentos y por supuesto, el tiempo.
5 Sin duda alguna volveré cuando sea mayor.
6 El hijo menor era muy simpático, pero la hija mayor era muy cabezota.
7 En casa tenía que ayudar con la limpieza.
8 El trabajo no estaba bien pagado/La paga no era buena y la familia no era simpática.
9 Creo que cuando busque un trabajo en Escocia será más fácil, porque esta experiencia
me ha permitido mejorar mi nivel de español.

ACTIVIDAD 3: TRADUCE: CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
1 First of all, talking about cultural differences, what
struck me most about Spain was how noisy it always
is everywhere. I think people talk more in general,
and moreover, they talk more loudly; even on the bus,
although people might not know each other at all, they
still chat. I found people more affectionate. I loved that.
2 In fact, this is a very positive thing. In Scotland, I think
people have to drink in order to talk. This is a bit sad!
3 I loved kissing girls every time I met them. I think
Spanish people are more tactile.

Tackling the bullet points 3 (pp. 80–81)

4 One thing I did not like was the fact that Spanish
people don’t know how to queue for anything. My
country seems to me to be more organised.
5 I think food in Spain has a more social side than
in Scotland. Lunch or dinner can take a couple of
hours and it is a time for families or friends to come
together/to meet and to tell each other about things.
Generally, it seems to me that the family is valued
more in Spain, although I can’t imagine myself living
with my parents until I’m 30. In Spain, it seems that
70% of young people live with their parents until they
are 30. Can you believe it!

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: FILL IN THE BLANKS
See the transcript for the answers.

Tackling the bullet points 4 (pp. 82–83)

ACTIVIDAD 4: LEE: FUTURE PLANS AND SKILLS
1d; 2f; 3a; 4g; 5b; 6e; 7h; 8c.

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: MATCH-UP 1
1d; 2h; 3f; 4l; 5j; 6a; 7b; 8g; 9i; 10c; 11e; 12k

Tackling the bullet points 5 (pp. 84–85)

ACTIVIDAD 1: LEE: MATCH-UP 2
1j; 2c; 3b; 4f; 5d; 6h; 7a; 8e; 9g; 10i
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ANSWERS
GRAMMAR

1 I am very happy that you are studying the degree
you want;

7 It is strange that Luisa sings opera;

2 I am sorry you don’t like the food;

9 I don’t think I’m going to pass all my exams;

3 I want you to phone me when you get to Thailand;

Pronunciation, ser and estar (pp. 94–95)

4 I’d prefer you emailed me;
5 I hope you eat well during the holidays;

ACTIVIDAD: ESCUCHA: AMIGO

6 I hope you get better soon;

8 It is impossible for me to win the lottery;
10 I am not sure I will arrive on time;
11 I need a waiter who speaks Spanish;
12 I am looking for a boyfriend who understands me.

1d; 2h; 3j; 4e; 5f; 6k; 7c; 8l; 9g; 10i; 11a; 12b

Por/Para and pronouns (pp. 104–105)

Verbs 3 (pp. 100–101)

ACTIVIDAD 1: TRADUCE: POR Y PARA

ACTIVIDAD: PAST PARTICIPLES
1 I have opened; 2 I have written; 3 I had done; 4 I had put; 5 I have come back; 6 I had said; 7 I have broken; 8 I have
seen; 9 I had discovered; 10 He had died.
We will have fixed the problem by the time you come.

2 I want to study to become a teacher; 3 I have bought the shirt for Matilde; 4 I have to do it for tomorrow; 5 We
travelled through Argentina; 6 The cat escaped through the window; 7 I bought the tickets for Pedro; 8 Juan went to get
bread; 9 Pedro came by chance; 10 The food has yet to be made; 11 The letter should be around there, on the table.

Will you have come back from your holidays by 15 January?
They will have already finished university by 30 May.

ACTIVIDAD 2: ESCRIBE: PRONOUNS

Verbs: Present continuous and subjunctive (pp. 102–103)

ACTIVIDAD 1: TRADUCE: PRESENT CONTINUOUS
2 You are asking;

5 You (plural) are reading;

3 He/she/you (formal) is coming/arriving;

6 They are listening.

4 We are feeling;

1 Ellos las compraron la semana pasada. (They bought
the tickets (them) last week.)
2 Juan lo compró en oferta. (Juan bought the computer
(it) on sale.)
3 José los terminó. José finished the homework (it).
4 María la vió en el cine. María saw the film (it) at
the cinema.
5 Juan se lo dió. Juan gave Jesús (him) the money (it) .

6 La profesora nos los explicó. The teacher explained
the pronouns (them) to us.
7 La profesora se los explicó. The teacher explained the
pronouns (them) to the other class.
8 Él me las dió. He gave the £100 (it) to me.
9 Roberto se la regaló. Roberto gave his boyfriend (him)
the motorbike (it) as a present.
10 César quiere pedírtelo. César would like to ask you a
favour (it).

ACTIVIDAD 2: LEE: EXPRESSING AN OPINION 1
1 and 3 can both go with a and c; 2d; 4b.

ACTIVIDAD 3: TRADUCE: EXPRESSING AN OPINION 2
1a or b or c; 2e or h; 3b; 4a; 5d; 6 g; 7f; 8e or h.
1a I think it's good to get a haircut like that; 1b I don't think that it's all right that you go out until 2am on Wednesday
because you have a class on Thursday; 1c I think I can go to your house at 6pm; 2 I don’t think it’s a good idea for me to
go and talk to Pedro; 3 I don’t think that it’s all right that you go out until 2am on Wednesday because you have classes
on Thursday; 4 I think it’s good to get a haircut like that; 5 Next summer when I go on holiday to Seville I will have a
great time; 6 I will buy a moped when I’m older, when I’m working, when I’m earning a lot of money and when I have my
own house; 7 I am going shopping even if it rains/despite the rain; 8e I don't think it's a good idea for me to go and talk
to Pedro; 8h I don’t think that I’d be able to go to the cinema this weekend, as I have a lot of homework.
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